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Extremely difficult This is an extremely difficult puzzle. It will take a really long time to make progress on the
puzzle. You will have to review many of the hints in this hint book and use the pictures and descriptions to figure

out where you are getting stuck. Try to attack the puzzle from one direction at a time. For example, it may be
easier to start with white tiles, then work on a black tile, then go to a white tile and finally a black tile. As you

attack the puzzle from one direction, try to consider the others. For example, if you were working on white tiles
and you have a black tile in front of you that you think will be very helpful, then consider the color of the tile you
were just working on. Which tiles will be helpful to work on next? What is one more white tile going to help you
accomplish? How about the next tile to the left, or the leftmost black tile? Can you see that each of these tiles is
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really helpful? This is a good strategy to think about when you get into a tough situation. You can use each of the
tiles that you know about to help you work your way forward. This is an extremely difficult puzzle. It will take a
really long time to make progress on the puzzle. You will have to review many of the hints in this hint book and

use the pictures and descriptions to figure out where you are getting stuck. Try to attack the puzzle from one
direction at a time. For example, it may be easier to start with white tiles, then work on a black tile, then go to a

white tile and finally a black tile. As you attack the puzzle from one direction, try to consider the others. For
example, if you were working on white tiles and you have a black tile in front of you that you think will be very

helpful, then consider the color of the tile you were just working on. Which tiles will be helpful to work on next?
What is one more white tile going to help you accomplish? How about the next tile to the left, or the leftmost

black tile? Can you see that each of these tiles is really helpful? This is a good strategy to think about when you
get into a tough situation. You can use each of the tiles that you know about to help you work your way forward.
In the video puzzle game, you have to combine the tiles into 10 pieces of a jigsaw. The puzzle is displayed so that
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